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Information security is one of the key issues in e-commerce Internet of *ings (IoT) platform research. *e collusive spamming
groups on e-commerce platforms can write a large number of fake reviews over a period of time for the evaluated products, which
seriously affect the purchase decision behaviors of consumers and destroy the fair competition environment amongmerchants. To
address this problem, we propose a network embedding based approach to detect collusive spamming groups. First, we use the
idea of a meta-graph to construct a heterogeneous information network based on the user review dataset. Second, we exploit the
modified DeepWalk algorithm to learn the low-dimensional vector representations of user nodes in the heterogeneous in-
formation network and employ the clustering methods to obtain candidate spamming groups. Finally, we leverage an indicator
weighting strategy to calculate the spamming score of each candidate group, and the top-k groups with high spamming scores are
considered to be the collusive spamming groups. *e experimental results on two real-world review datasets show that the overall
detection performance of the proposed approach is much better than that of baseline methods.

1. Introduction

With the development ofWeb 2.0, it has become fashionable
for users to shop online [1]. E-commerce IoTplatforms often
collect and analyze users’ shopping and review information
from edge devices such as smartphones. *is information,
especially user reviews, directly affects the purchase decision
behaviors of potential consumers, as users usually look at
other users’ reviews on the product before purchasing and
then decide whether to buy it. However, consumers’ de-
pendence on product reviews has catalyzed the emergence of
fake reviews. Driven by economic interests, some merchants
tend to attract consumers to write favorable reviews for their
products by presenting gifts or small vouchers. *e reviews
that are unrealistic advocacy or defamatory for the products
of merchants to influence the purchase decision of con-
sumers are called fake reviews [2]. Fake reviews are very
deceptive and many consumers are misled by such reviews
[1]. *erefore, identifying the authenticity of user reviews
has become an important research topic in the field of
e-commerce IoT information security.

To make higher profits, some merchants might hire a
group of reviewers working together to promote their
products by fabricating product reviews. A reviewer who
writes fake reviews is termed a spammer, and a reviewer
group whose members collude to fabricate product reviews
is called a collusive spamming group [3, 4]. *e collusive
spamming groups are more harmful to e-commerce plat-
forms than individual spammers because they can produce
fake reviews in batches for a period of time and will affect or
even control the reputation of the evaluated products [5].
*erefore, how to identify the collusive spamming groups on
e-commerce platforms has become an urgent problem to be
solved.

To detect the collusive spamming groups on e-commerce
platforms, a variety of approaches have been proposed.
*ese approaches can be roughly categorized as group
content and behavior analysis-based methods and graph-
based methods [5, 6]. Group content and behavior analysis-
based detection methods [3, 4, 7–9] employ the frequent
itemset mining (FIM) technique to discover candidate
spamming groups, which are only applicable to detecting
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tightly coupled spamming groups. Moreover, FIM-based
candidate group discovery methods are sensitive to the setting
of support threshold. Graph-based detection methods [10–16]
need to construct a user relationship graph by mining the
relationships between reviewers in the dataset. However, these
methods do not deeply mine the hidden relationships between
reviewers when constructing the user relationship graph, which
cannot fully detect the collusive spamming behaviors between
reviewers. Furthermore, these methods tend to discard users
whose correlation strength is less than a certain threshold
during the process of constructing the user relationship graph,
thus causing a negative impact on the detection performance.

To address the limitations above, we propose an approach
for collusive spamming group detection based on network
embedding, which is named CSGD-NE. We first model the
given user review dataset as a heterogeneous information
network (HIN) based on the idea of meta-graph.*en, we use
the modified DeepWalk algorithm to perform random walks
on the HIN to learn the low-dimensional vector represen-
tations of user nodes and employ the Canopy and K-means
clustering algorithms to generate candidate spamming
groups. Finally, we obtain the top-k groups with high
spamming scores as the collusive spamming groups.

*e contributions of this paper are summarized below:

(1) Borrowing from the idea of meta-graph, we extract
the key attributes such as users, products, and ratings
required by the meta-graph from the given user
review dataset to construct a HIN, which preserves
more abundant structural and semantic information.

(2) We modify the DeepWalk algorithm to learn the
low-dimensional, dense, and real-value vector rep-
resentations of user nodes in the HIN. Based on this,
we perform the Canopy and K-means clustering
algorithms in the embedding space to obtain can-
didate spamming groups.

(3) We propose three indicators to measure the group
spamming behaviors and combine the proposed
indicators with two existing indicators to calculate
the spamming score of each candidate group by
using an indicator weighting strategy.

(4) To show the performance of the proposed approach,
we conduct extensive experiments on two real-world
review datasets and compare our approach with four
baseline methods.

*e remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the related work on collusive spamming
group detection. Section 3 describes the proposed approach,
which includes the construction of HIN, generation of can-
didate collusive spamming groups, and detection of collusive
spamming groups. *e experimental results are reported in
Section 4, and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Related Work

To detect individual spammers on e-commerce platforms,
researchers have done in-depth work [5, 17–20]. In recent
years, some researchers have focused on the collusive

spamming behaviors among reviewers and tried to detect
collusive spamming groups on e-commerce platforms. In
this section, we will discuss the related studies on collusive
spamming group detection following the previously men-
tioned two categories. Table 1 summarizes the methods for
collusive spamming group detection in line with these two
categories.

2.1. Group Content and Behavior Analysis-Based Detection
Methods. In the group content and behavior analysis-based
detection methods, the correlation between group mem-
bers is mined by analyzing the group review contents and
behavior characteristics, and then the collusive spamming
groups are identified through ranking or clustering
methods. Mukherjee et al. [3] proposed the concept of the
spamming group; they employed the FIM technique to
discover candidate spamming groups and evaluated these
candidate groups by analyzing the group members’ review
contents and the group members’ unusual behaviors, and
used a ranking method to obtain the collusive spamming
groups. Xu et al. [4] calculated pairwise similarity between
reviewers based on the review features and behavior fea-
tures of reviewers and employed the k-nearest neighbors’
method to predict top-k most similar reviewers. Xu and
Zhang [7] presented an unsupervised framework to detect
colluders, which used multiple heterogeneous pairwise
features to capture the reviewers’ collusive behaviors. In
[8], a statistical model was proposed to model the collusive
spamming behaviors among reviewers and an expectation
maximization (EM) algorithm was employed to calculate
the collusiveness of reviewers in the candidate groups that
are obtained with the FIM technique. Zhang et al. [9]
proposed a semisupervised method to identify spamming
groups. *ey used the FIM technique to discover the
candidate spamming groups and exploited the naive
Bayesian model and EM algorithm to train a classifier for
spamming group detection.

*e abovementioned detection approaches mainly use
the FIM technique to find candidate spamming groups,
which are only suitable for tightly coupled spamming groups
and are not applicable to loosely coupled spamming groups.
Moreover, these approaches are sensitive to the setting of the
support threshold. In addition, the semisupervised method
needs a priori knowledge of spamming groups, which is
often difficult to obtain in practice.

2.2.Graph-BasedDetectionMethods. Graph-based detection
methods considered the specificity of collusive spamming
groups in network structure and used the group structure
features to identify the collusive spamming groups. Xu et al.
[4] proposed a pairwise Markov network-based graphmodel
to detect colluders, which took reviewers as nodes to con-
struct a colluder graph model and used a probability graph
model to predict the collusive spamming groups. Ye and
Akoglu [10] used a 2-hop subgraph to detect the unusual
behaviors of reviewers by analyzing their network footprints
and employed the hierarchical clustering method to discover
opinion spammer groups. Choo et al. [11] built user
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relationship graphs through the sentiment analysis of user
interactions and used the strong positive communities of
spammers to detect opinion spammer groups. Wang et al.
[12] used a divide and conquer strategy to discover can-
didate spamming groups from the constructed reviewer
relationship graph and introduced several spam indicators
for detecting the review spammer groups. Do et al. [13]
presented a review graph-based method to detect group
spamming, which assigned a suspicious score to each user
and employed the k-means algorithm to obtain the
spamming groups. In [14], a network-based approach was
utilized to identify individual spammers, and then a fuzzy
k-means clustering algorithm was employed to find the
group to which they belong. Han et al. [15] proposed an
approach for detecting spammer groups based on graph
spectrum analysis, which identified the anomaly structure
in the constructed user relationship graph through ana-
lyzing the spectrum features. Wang et al. [16] used the
minimum cut algorithm to split the user relationship graph
to obtain candidate groups and employed a set of spam
indicators to detect the spammer groups. Cao et al. [21]
extracted the multiview anomalous features of collusive
spammers and employed a hierarchical clustering algo-
rithm to detect the spammer groups in location-based

social networks. In our recent work [22], we used a Label
propagation-based approach for detecting review spammer
groups.

*e above detection approaches are mainly based on the
homogeneous graph. As these methods do not deeply mine
the implicit relationship between reviewers in the review
dataset when constructing the user relationship graph, they
cannot fully detect the collusive spamming behaviors between
reviewers. Moreover, these methods tend to discard some
users during the construction of the user relationship graph,
causing a negative impact on the detection performance. In
addition, these methods take the average of all spam indicator
values as the suspicious score of the candidate group, ignoring
the difference among spam indicators.

3. The Proposed Detection Approach

*e framework of the proposed detection approach is illus-
trated in Figure 1 and includes three phases. Figure 2 gives the
scenario diagram for our detection approach. In the first
phase, the key attributes such as users, products, and ratings
required by themeta-graph are extracted from the user review
dataset to construct a HIN. In the second phase, the modified
DeepWalk algorithm is employed to perform equal probability

Table 1: Summary of methods for collusive spamming group detection.

Category Method Data modeling Candidate group
discovery method

Spamming behavior
evaluation Detection method

Group content and
behavior analysis-
based methods

Mukherjee
et al. [3]

Construct behavioral and
relation models

Frequent itemset
mining

*e average of spam
indicators Ranking

Xu et al. [4] Measure the pairwise similarity
of groups

Frequent itemset
mining No KNN-based method

Xu and
Zhang [7]

Use pairwise features to model
the relations among colluders No

*e weighted sum of
all the pairwise

features
Ranking

Xu and
Zhang [8]

Use homogeneity-based
behavior features to model the

collusive review fraud

Frequent itemset
mining

Similarity-based
measure

Unified probabilistic
model

Zhang et al.
[9]

Use a number of features to
model the group spamming

behavior

Frequent itemset
mining No Semi-supervised

classification

Graph-based
methods

Ye and
Akoglu [10]

Model the dataset as a bipartite
graph No Reviewers’ network

footprint scores
Hierarchical
clustering

Choo et al.
[11]

Model the dataset as a user
relationship graph No No Community-based

method
Wang et al.

[12]
Model the dataset as a bipartite

graph
Graph

partitioning
*e average of spam

indicators Ranking

Do et al. [13] Model the dataset as a review
graph No *e average of spam

indicators k-means clustering

Do et al. [14] Model the dataset as a review
graph No *e average of spam

indicators
Fuzzy k-means

clustering

Han et al. [15] Model the dataset as a user
relationship graph No No Graph spectrum

analysis
Wang et al.

[16]
Model the dataset as a user

relationship graph
Graph

partitioning
*e average of spam

indicators Ranking

Cao et al. [21] Model the dataset as a bipartite
graph No *e average of spam

indicators

Hierarchical
agglomerative
clustering

Zhang et al.
[22]

Model the dataset as a user
relationship graph Label propagation

Linearly weighted
sum of spam
indicators

Ranking
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random walks on the HIN to learn the low-dimensional vector
representations of user nodes, and the Canopy and K-means
clustering algorithms are applied to generate candidate
spamming groups. In the last phase, the spamming score of
each candidate group is calculated by weighting all spam in-
dicator values, and the top-k groups with high spamming
scores are treated as the collusive spamming groups.

3.1. Construction of Heterogeneous Information Network.
In this section, we model the given user review dataset as a
HIN. Particularly, we extract the key attributes, including
users, products, ratings, and timestamps required by the
meta-graph from the user review dataset, and construct the
HIN based on the idea of meta-graph. First, we introduce
some concepts related to the HIN.

user review 
dataset

Construction of heterogeneous 
information network

Mine the interactions between 
users and products

Extract the key attributes 
required by the meta-graph

Construct a heterogeneous 
information network (HIN)

Generation of candidate 
spamming groups

Perform equal probability 
random walks on HIN

Learn the low-dimensional 
vector representations of 

user nodes

Use the Canopy and K-means 
clustering algorithms to obtain

candidate spamming groups

Detection of collusive 
spamming groups

Calculate the spam indicator
values of candidate groups

Use the entropy method to 
determine the spam indicator

weights

Calculate the spamming scores
of candidate groups

Obtain the top-k groups with 
high spamming scores

Figure 1: *e framework of the proposed detection approach.
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Figure 2: *e scenario diagram of the proposed detection approach.
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Definition 1 (heterogeneous information network [23]). Let
V, E, A, and R denote sets of nodes, edges, node types, and
edge types, respectively; a HIN is defined as a graph G� (V,
E) with a node type mapping function ϕ: V⟶ A and an
edge type mapping function ψ: E⟶R, where each node
v ∈ V belongs to one particular node type ϕ(v) ∈ A; each
edge e ∈ E belongs to one particular relation ψ(e) ∈R, and
at least one of |A| and |R| is greater than 1.

Definition 2 (network schema [24]). Given a HIN G� (V, E)
with two mapping functions ϕ: V⟶ A and ψ: E⟶R,
the network schema of G is a directed graph defined over
node types A and edge typesR, which is denoted as TG � (A,
R).

*e network schema of a HIN serves as a template for the
HIN, indicating how many objects are in the HIN and
whether links may exist between these objects.

Definition 3 (meta-path [24]). Given a HING� (V, E) with a
network schema TG � (A, R), a meta-path P is a path
represented in the form of P � A1⟶R1

A2⟶R2 · · ·⟶Rl Al+1, where Ai ∈ A and Ri denotes the
relation between node types Ai and Ai+1.

A meta-path represents the relationship between nodes
in a HIN, and different types of meta-paths represent dif-
ferent meanings between nodes.

Definition 4 (meta-graph [25]). Given a HING� (V, E) with
a network schema TG � (A, R), a meta-graph S� (N, M, ns,
nt) is a directed acyclic graph defined on TG, where N⊆V and
M⊆E, ns and nt are the source and target nodes, respectively.

Unlike meta-paths, meta-graphs have a more complex
and flexible structure, which can be used to represent more
complex relationships. Based on the idea of meta-graph, the
steps for constructing the HIN from the given user review
dataset are as follows.

First, we extract the key attributes and mine the in-
teractions between users and products from the review
dataset to construct a meta-graph. *e extracted at-
tributes include users, products, ratings, and time-
stamps, which are treated as user nodes, product nodes,
rating nodes, and time nodes in the HIN. To avoid
ambiguity, the four types of nodes are renumbered
uniformly in this paper. *e rating node contains the
product ID information because the product reviewed
by the user may not be the same when the user gives the
same rating. Based on the extracted attributes and
interactions, we can construct three meta-paths, i.e.,
user-product-user, user-rating-user, and user-time-
user, which represent that two users reviewed the same
product, gave the same rating for a product, and
reviewed a product at the same time, respectively. A
meta-graph can be built by connecting the three meta-
paths together.
Second, we construct the HIN by extending the meta-
graph. Data objects in the given user review dataset can
be connected through the meta-graph and not just a
single path. Even if two users have not reviewed the

same product, there may be a correlation between them
if their review time is the same. *erefore, the meta-
graph can be used to explore the potential relationship
between users from three products, rating, and review
time.

3.2. Generation of Candidate Spamming Groups. In this
section, we modify the DeepWalk algorithm to learn the
low-dimensional vector representations of user nodes in the
HIN and perform clustering in the embedding space to
obtain candidate spamming groups.

3.2.1. !e Modified DeepWalk Algorithm. DeepWalk [26] is
a network embedding method based on random walks and
skip-gram modeling. Based on the idea of Word2vec [27], it
takes the sequence of nodes obtained by random walks as a
sentence, obtains the local information of the network from
the truncated random walk sequence, and then learns the
latent representations of nodes through the local
information.

DeepWalk is applicable to learning the representations
of nodes in the homogeneous graph, while the HIN we
construct in this paper belongs to a heterogeneous graph that
includes four types of nodes (i.e., user node, product node,
rating node, and time node). *erefore, we need to modify
the DeepWalk algorithm to make it suitable for learning the
representations of user nodes in the constructed HIN in
order to divide candidate spamming groups. *e main steps
of the modified DeepWalk algorithm are as follows.

Step 1. Each user node is taken as the starting node in
turn, and any node is selected from the set of adjacent
nodes of the current node to walk randomly with equal
probability.
Step 2. At the end of each randomwalk, the node type is
judged. If the node belongs to a user node, it will be
added to the random walk sequence, and then the next
random walk will be conducted.
Step 3. Repeat the above steps until the length of the
random walk reaches a given threshold. Put the ob-
tained sequence of user nodes into the skip-grammodel
for training and generate the user node vector
representation.

Based on the above steps, the modified DeepWalk al-
gorithm is described below.

Algorithm 1 generates the low-dimensional vector
representations of user nodes in the HIN through equal
probability random walks. Particularly, it first takes each
user node as the starting node for random walks and
obtains the walk sequence composed of all types of nodes
(Lines 4–6). *en the user nodes are extracted from the
walk sequence Wvi and the user node sequence Su is
generated (Lines 7–12). Finally, the generated user node
sequence Su is used as the input of the skip-grammodel and
the vector representation of each user node is obtained
(Line 13).

Security and Communication Networks 5



3.2.2. Generating Candidate Spamming Groups Based on the
Canopy and K-Means Clustering. Based on the user vector
representations obtained with the modified DeepWalk
algorithm, we employ a combination of the Canopy
clustering and the K-means clustering to generate candi-
date spamming groups. Canopy clustering [28] is a fast
approximate clustering algorithm, which does not need to
specify the number of clusters in advance. While this
clustering algorithm cannot produce accurate clustering
results, it can give the optimal number of clusters. *e
K-means clustering is a simple, efficient, and effective
clustering algorithm, but it has limitations such as sensi-
tivity to the selection of initial cluster centers and need to
specify the number of clusters in advance. *erefore, we
can use the Canopy clustering algorithm as the pre-
processing of the K-means clustering algorithm to deter-
mine the optimal number of clusters and the best initial
cluster centers for the K-means clustering.

*e basic idea of generating candidate spamming groups
based on the Canopy and K-means clustering algorithms is
as follows. First, we treat the user vector representations as a
set of sample objects and employ the Canopy clustering
algorithm to produce a number of Canopy sets (or clusters).
Second, we take the number of clusters and the cluster
centers obtained with the Canopy clustering algorithm as the
cluster number K and initial cluster centers of the K-means
algorithm to perform clustering on the set of sample objects
to generate the candidate spamming groups. *e specific
algorithm is described as follows.

Algorithm 2 first calculates the average Euclidean dis-
tance between sample objects (Lines 2–7), which is used as a
distance threshold of the Canopy algorithm, where Function
calculateEuclideanDistance () is used to calculate the Eu-
clidean distance between two objects. *en it performs the
Canopy clustering algorithm to obtain the canopy sets and
cluster centers (Lines 8–23), where Function getCluster-
Center () is used to obtain the center of a cluster. Finally, the

number of clusters |C| and the cluster centers are used as the
cluster number and the initial cluster centers of the K-means
clustering algorithm to generate the candidate spamming
groups (Line 24).

3.3. Detection of Collusive SpammingGroups. In this section,
we propose three spamming group detection indicators and
combine them with two existing detection indicators to
calculate the spamming scores of the candidate groups.
Based on this, we rank the candidate groups according to
their spamming scores and consider the top-k most sus-
picious groups as the collusive spamming groups.

3.3.1. !e Spamming Group Detection Indicators. For a
product, if most of the product’s review information comes
from the same group, it is more likely that the merchant
hires a spamming group for profit. If there exists a significant
difference in the review ratio of products within and outside
a group, then it is likely that the group is hired by a mer-
chant, and the more likely it is to be a spamming group.

Definition 5. (review ratio of products within and outside a
group, RRP):*e review ratio of products within and outside
a group g refers to the mean of review ratio values of
products within and outside group g, whose normalized
value is calculated as follows:

RRP(g) �
2

1 + e
−1/ Pg


p∈Pg

Rp,g


/ Rp,D




− 1⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ × L(g), (1)

where Pg denotes the set of products that are reviewed by the
reviewers in group g, Rp,D and Rp,g denote the sets of re-
viewers who have reviewed product p in the dataset D and in
group g, respectively. L(g) is used to reduce the possibility

Input: HIN G, window size ws, embedding size d, the number of walks per node n, walk length l, set of user nodes Vu

Output: matrix of user node representations Φ ∈ R|Vu |×d

(1) Initialization: Sample Φ from U|Vu |×d

(2) Build a binary tree from Vu

(3) for i� 0 to n do
(4) O ← Shuffle (Vu)
(5) for each vi ∈ O do
(6) Wvi ← RandomWalk (G, vi, l)
(7) Su ← ∅
(8) for each node v ∈Wvi do
(9) if v ∈ Vu then
(10) add v to Su

(11) end if
(12) end for
(13) SkipGram (Φ, Su, ws)
(14) end for
(15) end for
(16) return Φ

ALGORITHM 1: *e modified DeepWalk algorithm.
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that group g is formed by accident, which is calculated as
follows [12]:

L(g) �
1

1 + e
− Rg


+ Pg


−3 

, (2)

where Rg denotes the set of reviewers in group g and Pg has
the same meaning as in equation (1).

In order to promote the target product (s), the members
in a spamming group are often required to review the
product (s) in a short time. *erefore, the reviews of the
spamming group have the characteristics of time concen-
tration or outburst. We can use a single-day review outburst
indicator to measure this spamming behavior of a group.
*e higher the single-day review outburst of a group, the
more likely it is to be a spamming group.

Definition 6 (single-day review outburst, SRO). *e single-
day review outburst of a group g refers to the average ratio of
the highest number of reviews written by a user in a single
day to the total number of reviews written by users in group
g, whose normalized value is calculated as follows:

SRO(g) �
1

1 + e
−avgu∈Rg

Rh
u/Rt

g

× L(g), (3)

where Rh
u denotes the highest number of reviews written by

user u in a single day, Rt
g denotes the total number of reviews

written by the users in group g, Rg and L(g) have the same
meaning as in equations (2) and (1), respectively.

Generally, users in a spamming group tend to give ex-
treme ratings for the target products, while normal reviewers
tend to give relatively scattered ratings. If there is a sig-
nificant difference in the rating of the target product between
the users in a group and the normal reviewers, it indicates
that the users in the group have strong intentionality in the
product reviewed. *us it can be inferred that the group is
likely to be a spamming group. We can use the rating de-
viation indicator to measure this spamming behavior of a
group.

Definition 7 (rating deviation, RD). *e rating deviation of a
group g is the mean of the products’ average rating dif-
ferences between users within and outside group g, whose
normalized value is calculated as follows:

RD(g) �
avgp∈Pg

|iavg(p) − oavg(p)|

rmax − rmin
× L(g), (4)

where iavg (p) and oavg (p) denote the average ratings of
users within and outside group g for product p, respectively,
rmax and rmin denote the maximum and minimum ratings in
the dataset, respectively, and Pg and L(g) have the same
meaning as in equation (1).

Considering the purpose of spamming group, the
members in a spamming group often review the preplanned
products to be promoted or demoted and rarely or never
review other products. *erefore, if the members in a group
review too closely on the products, the group is likely to be a

Input: set of sample objects S
Output: candidate spamming groups CPG

(1) dis←0, C←∅, Cluster Centers←∅
(2) for each object oi ∈ S do
(3) for each object oj ∈ S do
(4) dis←dis + calculateEuclideanDistance(oi, oj)

(5) end for
(6) end for
(7) T2←dis÷(|S| × (|S| − 1)÷2)

(8) while S is not empty do
(9) choose a sample object s from S to initialize a canopy set c

(10) S←S − s{ }

(11) for each object o in S do
(12) dis←calculateEuclideanDistance(s, o)

(13) if dis<T2 + 1 then
(14) c←c∪ o{ }

(15) end if
(16) if dis<T2 then
(17) S←S − o{ }

(18) end if
(19) end for
(20) C←C∪ c

(21) Center←getClusterCenter(c)

(22) Cluster Centers←Cluster Centers∪ Center{ }

(23) end while
(24) CPG←doK-means(S, |C|,Cluster Centers)
(25) return CPG

ALGORITHM 2: Generating the candidate spamming groups.
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spamming group. We can use the product tightness indi-
cator to measure this spamming behavior of a group. *e
greater the product tightness of a group, the more likely it is
to be a spamming group.

Definition 8 (product tightness, PT [16]). *e product
tightness of a group g refers to the ratio of the number of
products co-reviewed by the reviewers in group g to the total
number of products reviewed by the reviewers in group g,
that is,

PT(g) �
∩ u∈Rg

Pu





∪ u∈Rg
Pu




, (5)

where Pu denotes the set of products reviewed by reviewer u
and Rg has the same meaning as in equation (2).

Normal reviewers usually make an objective evaluation
according to the actual situation of a product, so they may
give different ratings for the same products. At the same
time, reviewers in a spamming group tend to have consistent
ratings on the target products to be promoted or demoted.
*erefore, we can use the variance of the target product’s
ratings provided by the reviewers in a group to measure the
spamming behavior of the group.

Definition 9 (rating variance, RV [16]). *e rating variance
of a group g refers to the average of rating variances of the
target products and is calculated as follows:

RV(g) � 2 1 −
1

1 + e
−avgp∈Pg

S2(p,g)
 , (6)

where S2 (p, g) denotes the variance of product p’s ratings
provided by the reviewers in group g.

3.3.2. Obtaining the Collusive Spamming Groups. Based on
the spamming group detection indicators described in
Section 3.3.1, we can calculate a spamming score for each
candidate group. Considering the differences in the im-
portance of these indicators when measuring the spamming
behavior of a group, we employ the entropy method [29,30]
to determine the weights of these indicators and take the
weighted sum of these indicator values as the group’s
spamming score.

Suppose we have m candidate groups and n detection
indicators, xij(i � 1, 2, . . . , m; j � 1, 2, . . . , n) denotes the j-
th indicator value of the i-th group, the steps that employ the
entropy method to determine the weights of these indicators
are as follows.

Step 1. Calculate the normalized value of xij

zij �
xij − min xj 

max xj  − min xj 
, i � 1, 2, . . . , m; j � 1, 2, . . . , n,

(7)

where xj represents the list of the j-th indicator values
for each group.

Step 2. Calculate the ratio of the i-th group in the j-th
indicator

rij �
zij


m
i�1 zij

, i � 1, 2, . . . , m; j � 1, 2, . . . , n. (8)

Step 3. Calculate the j-th indicator’s entropy

iej �
− 

m
i�1 rij ln rij

ln m
, j � 1, 2, ..., n. (9)

Step 4. Calculate each indicator’s entropy weight

wj �
1 − iej


n
j�1 1 − iej 

, j � 1, 2, ..., n. (10)

*e greater the entropy weight of an indicator, the more
important it is in measuring the group spamming behavior.

Definition 10 (spamming score of group, SS). *e spam-
ming score of a group i is defined as the weighted sum of all
indicator values of group i, that is,

SSi � 
n

j�1
wjxij, i � 1, 2, . . . , m, (11)

where xij denotes the j-th indicator value of the i-th group
and wj denotes the entropy weight of the j-th indicator. *e
greater the spamming score of a group, themore likely it is to
be a spamming group.

We can use equation (11) to calculate the spamming
scores of the candidate groups. We rank the candidate
groups according to their spamming scores and take top-k
groups with high spamming scores as the collusive spam-
ming groups. *e algorithm of obtaining the collusive
spamming groups is described below.

Algorithm 3 consists of three parts. *e first part
(Lines 1–6) calculates all indicator values of the candidate
spamming groups and the entropy weights of five indi-
cators. *e second part (Lines 7–12) calculates the
spamming scores of the candidate groups. *e third part
(Line 13) obtains the top-k groups with high spamming
scores.

4. Experimental Evaluation

4.1. Experimental Datasets. We use two real-world datasets
as the experimental data to evaluate our approach.

(1) Amazon review dataset [4, 31]: this dataset was
crawled from Amazon.cn till August 20, 2012. It
includes 1205125 ratings/reviews from 645072 re-
viewers on 136785 products, in which 5055 reviewers
have labels indicating normal users or spammers.
*e ratings in this dataset are integers between 1 and
5, indicating how much users like the products they
have evaluated, where 1 indicates disliked and 5
indicates most liked. For the convenience of ex-
perimental evaluation, we extract these 5055 re-
viewers with labels, their ratings on products, and
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their rating timestamps from the dataset to construct
a sampled dataset. *e sampled dataset contains
53777 ratings from 5055 reviewers on 17610 prod-
ucts, which includes 3118 normal users and 1937
spammers.

(2) Yelp_Miami review dataset: in [32], the authors
constructed a dataset to classify fake reviews by
crawling business reviews in the consumer electronics
domain in four American cities (i.e., New York, Los
Angeles, Miami, and San Francisco) from Yelp.com
till 2017. *e reviews in this dataset were labeled as
fake or not by Yelp’s antifraud filter, which can be
treated as near ground truth. *e reviewers corre-
sponding to the fake or not reviews are considered as
spammers or normal reviewers. Yelp_Miami review
dataset is a subset of this dataset, which includes 3463
ratings from 3311 reviewers on 549 electronic busi-
nesses in the city of Miami. *e ratings in the
Yelp_Miami review dataset are integers between 1 and
5, where 1 indicates disliked and 5 indicates most
liked. In the Yelp_Miami review dataset, there are
1394 spammers and 1917 normal reviewers.

4.2. Evaluation Metrics. We use precision@k (P@k) and
recall@k (R@k) metrics to evaluate the performance of our
approach, which are defined as follows [33]:

P@k �
Uspam ∩UD





Uspam




,

R@k �
Uspam ∩UD





UD




,

(12)

where Uspam denotes the set of top-k reviewers who are
considered to be spam users andUD denotes the set of spam
users in the dataset D.

4.3. Experimental Results and Analysis. To illustrate the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed approach (CSGD-NE), we
conduct experiments on two real-world review datasets and
compare CSGD-NE with the following four methods.

(1) GSBC [16]: a graph-based spammer group detection
method, which models spammer groups as bi-con-
nected graphs and treats the bi-connected compo-
nents whose spamming scores exceed the given
threshold as the spammer groups. In the experi-
ments, the parameters τ, δ, MP, and MINSPAM for
GSBC are set to 30, 0.1, 1000, and 0.49 on the
Amazon review dataset and 10, 0.4, 10000, and 0.59
on the Yelp_Miami review dataset, respectively.

(2) FAP [33]: a fraudulent action propagation-based
method for spammer detection, which employs the
label propagation method to iteratively calculate the
spamming probability values of users based on the
labeled seed spam users. In the experiments, we
randomly select 5 spam users as the seed users. To
reduce the randomness of the experimental results,
the average values of 10 experiments are used as the
final results.

(3) CONSGD [34]: a spammer group detection method
that employs cosine pattern mining to find candidate
spammer groups and models the candidate groups
and their relations as an HIN. CONSGD uses the
label propagation method to calculate the spamming
probabilities of the candidate groups based on the
labeled instances and treats the groups with high
spamming probabilities as the spammer groups. In
the experiments, the parameters τAR, τMS , α, and k
for CONSGD are set to 0.2, 0.01%, 0.3, and 20,
respectively.

(4) GSDB [6]: a burst-based method to detect review
spammer groups, which discovers candidate spam-
mer groups in review bursts using the Kernel Density

Input: CSG: the candidate spamming groups
Output: TKG: the top-k groups with high spamming scores
(1) for each group i� 1 to |CSG| do
(2) for each indicator j� 1 to 5 do
(3) x[i][j]← calculate the j-th indicator value of the i-th group
(4) end for
(5) end for
(6) w← calculate the entropy weights of five indicators using equations (7)–(10)
(7) for each group i� 1 to |CSG| do
(8) SS[i]←0
(9) for each indicator j� 1 to 5 do
(10) SS[i]←SS[i] + w[j]∗x[i][j]

(11) end for
(12) end for
(13) TKG←getTopkGroups(CSG, SS)

(14) return TKG

ALGORITHM 3: Obtaining the collusive spamming groups.
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Estimation algorithm, and then exploits both indi-
vidual and group spam indicators to classify
spammer groups. In the experiments, parameters θ,
δ, δTP, δl, δG, k, h, and ISIZE used in GSDB are set to
30, 30, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.075, and 7, respectively.

In the experiments, the window size and embedding size
for CSGD-NE are set to 5 and 64, respectively. *e number
of walks per node and walk length for CSGD-NE are set to
100 and 10 on the Amazon review dataset and 10 and 20 on
the Yelp_Miami review dataset, respectively.

4.3.1. Comparison of Detection Performance for Five Methods
on the Amazon Review Dataset. Figures 3 and 4 show the
comparison of P@k and R@k for CSGD-NE, GSBC,
CONSGD, FAP, and GSDB with various numbers of top-k
reviewers on the Amazon review dataset.

As shown in Figure 3, on the Amazon review dataset,
the P@k of CONSGD is the worst on the whole among the
five methods and tends to decrease as the number of top-k
reviewers increases. FAP has good P@k before the top-330
reviewers. *is is because FAP uses some seed spam users
to drive the fraudulent action propagation, which leads to
very high initial detection precision. However, the P@k of
FAP shows a downward trend with the number of top-k
reviewers increasing. *is indicates that an increasing
number of normal reviewers are misjudged as spam users.
*e P@k of GSDB and GSBC is overall better than that of
CONSGD and FAP and gradually becomes stable at about
0.76 and 0.71, respectively, after the top-600 reviewers.
Furthermore, the P@k value of GSBC keeps above 0.7 at the
top-2000 reviewers. However, the P@k curve of GSDB ends
before top-1450, indicating that the total number of
spammers obtained by GSDB is less than 1450. *e P@k of
CSGD-NE increases gradually before the top-330 reviewers
and subsequently tends to be stable. Moreover, the P@k
value of CSGD-NE still keeps 0.88 at the top-2000 re-
viewers, which is obviously higher than that of the baseline
methods. *erefore, the P@k of CSGD-NE is overall better
than that of GSBC, CONSGD, FAP, and GSDB on the
Amazon review dataset.

As shown in Figure 4, the R@k of CONSGD and FAP on
the Amazon review dataset shows an upward trend before
the top-800 reviewers. Subsequently, it has little change as
the number of top-k reviewers increases. *is phenomenon
shows that the number of spam users identified by CONSGD
and FAP is basically unchanged after the top-800 reviewers.
In contrast, the R@k of CSGD-NE, GSDB, and GSBC tends
to increase as the number of top-k reviewers increases,
which means more and more spam users are detected by the
three methods. Moreover, the R@k value of CSGD-NE and
GSBC at the top-2000 reviewers still maintains at about 0.92
and 0.73, respectively. Clearly, the R@k of CSGD-NE is
much better on the whole than that of GSBC, CONSGD,
FAP, and GSDB on the Amazon review dataset.

Based on the above analysis, we can conclude that
CSGD-NE outperforms GSBC, CONSGD, FAP, and GSDB
in terms of P@k and R@k metrics when detecting collusive
spamming groups in the Amazon review dataset.

4.3.2. Comparison of Detection Performance for Five Methods
on the Yelp_Miami Review Dataset. Figures 5 and 6 show
the comparison of P@k and R@k for CSGD-NE, GSBC,
CONSGD, FAP, and GSDB with various numbers of top-k
reviewers on the Yelp_Miami review dataset.

It can be seen fromFigure 5 that the P@k curve of GSBC on
the Yelp_Miami review dataset end at the top-70 reviewers,
indicating that the number of spamming groups that GSBC can
detect on this dataset is very limited. *is phenomenon is not
difficult to explain. GSBC employs theminimum cut algorithm
to divide candidate groups, which easily produces isolated
nodes. Moreover, the candidate groups with spamming scores
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Figure 3: Comparison of P@k for five methods on the Amazon
review dataset.
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Figure 4: Comparison of R@k for five methods on the Amazon
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below a given threshold are discarded. GSDB has similar
phenomena on this dataset. *e P@k of FAP on the Yelp_-
Miami review dataset is always 1 before the top-125 reviewers.
Subsequently, it gradually decreases as the number of top-k
reviewers increases and it is only 0.124 at the top-1000 re-
viewers, which means more and more normal reviewers are
misjudged as spam users by FAP on this dataset. *e P@k of
CONSGD on the Yelp_Miami review dataset is lower than that
of FAP before the top-225 reviewers, and subsequently, it is
better than that of FAP on this dataset. While CONSGD can
detect more spam users than GSBC on the Yelp_Miami review
dataset, its P@k is lower than that of GSBC.*e P@k of CSGD-

NE on the Yelp_Miami review dataset shows a downward
trend before the top-150 reviewers and subsequently tends to
be stable. Clearly, the P@k of CSGD-NE is, on the whole, better
than that of GSBC, CONSGD, FAP, and GSDB on the
Yelp_Miami review dataset.

As shown in Figure 6, the R@k curve of GSDB and
GSBC on the Yelp_Miami review dataset end before top-71
reviewers because they cannot spot more spamming groups
in this dataset. *e R@k of FAP on the Yelp_Miami review
dataset increases gradually before the top-125 reviewers.
Subsequently, it tends to be stable and maintains at about
0.088, which means no spamming groups are detected by
FAP after the top-125 reviewers. *e R@k of CONSGD on
the Yelp_Miami review dataset tends to increase as more
and more spam users are spotted by CONSGD and reaches
0.22 at the top-1000 reviewers, which is, on the whole,
better than that of GSBC and FAP. *e R@k of CSGD-NE
on the Yelp_Miami review dataset also increases gradually
as an increasing number of spam users are detected and
reaches about 0.4 at the top-1000 reviewers. *erefore, the
R@k of CSGD-NE is overall better than that of GSBC,
CONSGD, FAP, and GSDB on the Yelp_Miami review
dataset.

Based on the above analysis, we can conclude that
CSGD-NE performs better than GSBC, CONSGD, FAP, and
GSDB when detecting collusive spamming groups in the
Yelp_Miami review dataset.

5. Conclusions

*e collusive spamming groups can produce fake product
reviews in batches, which poses a serious challenge to the
credibility of e-commerce platforms. In this paper, we propose
a network embedding based approach for detecting collusive
spamming groups. Borrowing from the idea of meta-graph, we
model the given user review dataset as a HIN. We modify the
DeepWalk algorithm to learn the low-dimensional vector
representations of user nodes in the HIN and obtain the
candidate spamming groups by combining the Canopy and
K-means clustering algorithms. We put forward three spam-
ming group detection indicators and combined them with two
existing detection indicators to measure the spamming be-
havior of each candidate group. By ranking the candidate
groups according to their spamming scores, we obtain top-k
groups with high spamming scores as the collusive spamming
groups. *e experimental results on two real-world review
datasets demonstrate the superiority of the proposed method
in detecting the collusive spamming groups.
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